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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (48)

Hello Ciro and nice to meet you, too!
My birthdate is 2 July 1970 and I was born at 00:28 (12:28 AM) in
New York City, NY, USA.
I am an actor and I am moving to Los Angeles in one month but my
solar return chart in Los Angeles looks difficult. I need to travel for my
birthday, and I was wondering if you had a suggestion as to where to
spend my birthday this year. I'm having a hard time finding a good place
to travel to.
Is Columbus, Ohio, USA okay, or do you think there's a better place?
Thanks!
Best, Victor from New York City

Dear Victor,
I advise you Sao Tome' Principe Island with a very good conjunction

Sao Tome' Principe Island Africa ASR For Victor
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Venus-Jupiter in the Tenth House and with Mars separated by Saturn.
Best wishes.

***

Dear Ciro,
Is there a very safe and easy place for your English readers to download
“Aladino”??
Thank you,
Michael

Dear Michael,
here you can get a 900 MB file to change in a DVD by Nero Burning,
but it is a Demo because I don't sell Aladino out of Italy. Best regards:
http://cirodiscepolo.homeip.net/download/rsma_inst.zip

***

Dear Ciro,
I'm troubled with my son, especially as his coming SR isn't very
promising at home. (born: July 22, 1994, 23:50, tel aviv).
I go through a difficult financial times and it'll be easiest for me to
send him to the USA (mostly to the east coast where I have many people
who could assist him).
What do you suggest?
Many thanks, Mordecai

Dear Mordecai,
I advise you Kuusamo, Finland, or Mo-I-Rana, Norway, that are surely
better and cheaper. Many wishes.
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Kuusamo Finland ASR 2012 For Mordecai's Son

Mo-I-Rana Norway ASR 2012 For Mordecai's Son

***

Dear Ciro,
my birthday is on may 2nd (second) 1977, born in the state of Sao
Paulo, city of Sao Paulo, Brazil, at between 13:24 and 13:30.
Since my birthday is really close, I would like to kindly ask you to
please help me with the best solar return for me this year- mainly
relationships,feeling good about myself (more optimistic) but
in general too (work).
I will be 35 and have never been married/have children and
would like to.
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Thank you very much in advance for your help, Viviane.

Welcome Viviane from Brazil!
I advise you to spend your next Aimed Solar Return to Guadalajara
Jalisco Mexico, between 20-22 pm of May 1st (tomorrow).
This ASR values 10+ with splendid 5^, 6^ and VII Houses!
Best wishes!

Guadalajara Jalisco Mexico ASR 2012 For Viviane

***

Dear Ciro,
Fidji Viti Levu... wow.
It seems my SR returns have a favourite for long distance flights and
islands' atmosphere.
Thank you very much for answering my questions.
I don't know if I can do it this year because this is something like a
day and a half flying. We see what ahppens :-)
Again thank you for your kind help.
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Regards from Paris
Nathalie

Dear Nathalie,
if you will plan in penny, you will receive penny.
If you will plan in dollars, you will get dollars...
Best wishes.
***

Dear Ciro,
I am now reviewing options for June and July aimed lunar returns,
and although it isn't the ideal choice, for June I have selected Juneau due
to the fact that with my work schedule I cannot go very far.
For July, Palm Springs, CA.
Thank you for reviewing my choices.
John from Buffalo

Dear John,
your choice for July Palm Springs is perfect!
Instead I don't advise you to spend the June ALR in Juneau replacing
an Ascendant in the 12^ House with a stellium in the 12^ House.
I advise you Temuco, Chile, or to stay in Buffalo.
Best regards.

***

Dear Ciro,
As I do not want to make the error not to travel to the recommended
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place for ASR (I couldn't go for the last ASR of 2012) I am seeking your
help quite in advance.
One of the reasons for not being able to travel was that the serendipitous
day I found your work was only couple of days before my SR.
And, thus in the spirit of planning ahead I have started studying your
books (also to find tentaitve suggestions for ASR 2013).
I also have following queries, regarding the present year and the coming
SR of 2013 and will be grateful for your guidance 1) I stopped my doctoral studies few years back and have been trying
to find my calling (yes I understand that the phrase sounds grandiose but
it does address the depth of my desire to find an area where I can make
certain fulfilling contribution). Can you help me to point out towards
certain areas which you think might be better suited to me due to my
natal chart disposition.
2) I am thinking of switching to psychology/psychotherapy and start
formal studies, even though I do not have formal degree in the subject (I
was trained in hard sciences). Can you advice me as to how I can maximise
my potential for this, in the present year? Also where should I aim my SR
for this in 2013?
3)Any ASR 2013 suggestion regarding the emotional/relationship
fulfillment will be greatly appreciated.
As always - my sincere regards for your time and helpful spirit.
thanks, A
ps - natal -13april-1975 8.10am kanpur, india (26n28, 80e20)
sr 2012 - edinburgh, scotland (55n57,3w10)

Dear Alfred,
I think that you have to study music or singing because the two very
musical signs are Aquarius and Taurus.
You have a stellium, with the Sun, in the 11^ House (Aquarius), the
Moon and Venus in Taurus, Venus dominant in Taurus closed to the
Ascendant, Pluto in the 5^ House (the show) and Saturn in the second
House (Taurus) means that you will arrive in delate to the target.
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For your next Aimed Solar Return observe the following chart.
Best wishes.

ASR 2013 Raxaul Bihar India For Alfred
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